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Growth & Development
all organisms grow and develop;
need to acquire materials from the environment

plant growth

plants acquire 
materials by 
absorbing them 
from soil

What is development?

What are some different ways that organisms 
develop?

some organisms undergo 
metamorphosis (ex. frogs, 
moths)
some young organisms 
resemble smaller adults 
(ex. humans)

Movement

all living things move
some organisms 
such as plants move 
slowly and you don’t 
think about them 
moving, but they do

What is a cell?



Cells
cell = basic unit of structure & function for 
living things
the cell theory

● all organisms are made of cells
● cells are the basic units of life
● all cells come from other cells

In terms of the number of cells, what 
are two different types of 
organisms?

Cells
unicellular – one cell

ex. Amoeba, bacteria
multicellular – more than one cell

ex. Humans, animals, plants
undergo differentiation – cells become                                               

specialized

What parts do cells have?

Cells
all cells have: 
● cell membrane (barrier)
● cytoplasm (internal 

environment)
● genetic material 

(information)
● all the characteristics of 

life

What are some different types of 
cells?



Types of Cells
eukaryotic cells = have a nucleus and 
membrane bound organelles
-found in animals, plants, fungi, protists
-called eukaryotes

Types of Cells
prokaryotic cells = have no nucleus or 
membrane bound organelles
-found in bacteria
-called prokaryotes

Prokaryotic & Eukaryotic Cells

Organization
all living things are organized
there are different levels of organization

Each level has emergent properties - the 
properties and functions found at a hierarchical 
level are not present and irrelevant at the lower 
levels – each new level is “greater than the sum 
of its parts”



What are the ‘levels of 
organization’?

What are some ways living things 
are organized?

Levels of Organization
subatomic particle -> 
atom -> molecule -> cell 
-> tissue -> organ -> 
organ system -> 
organism -> population 
-> community -> 
ecosystem -> biosphere

definitions

tissue = a group of specialized cells working 
together to perform their specialized function
organ = a collection of tissues joined in a 
structural unit to serve a common function
organ system = a group of organs that work 
together to perform one or more functions

definitions

population = all the organisms of one species 
in an area
community = all the living things in an area
ecosystem = all the living & non-living things in 
an area
biosphere = all of the life on Earth

ways organisms are organized
internal cell structures 
- organelles
distinct individual cells
specialized cells - aka 
tissues ex. muscle, 
bone, epithelium

bone cells

muscle cells



ways organisms are organized
organs with specific functions ex. heart, lungs, 
skin, liver, stomach, pancreas, brain

organ systems - ex. nervous, 
skeletal, muscular, circulatory, 
respiratory, excretory, endocrine, 
lymph, digestive

the digestive system

the skeletal 
system Acquire and Use Energy

all living things acquire & use energy
maintaining organization and carrying on life 
requires an outside source of energy
energy - capacity to do work
the complex chemical rxns require work

What do organisms use for energy?

How do organisms acquire energy?

Energy Currency

organisms use a 
molecule called 
ATP as their energy 
currency



What is metabolism?
And what does that have to do with 
energy use?

What is the ultimate source energy 
for life on Earth?

metabolism - sum 
of all chemical 
rxns that occur in 
an organism

ultimate source of 
energy for all life 
on earth is the sun

2 ways to get energy
autotrophs - 
produce food
ex. plants

heterotrophs – 
acquire food
ex. animals

What is homeostasis?

Why is homeostasis necessary?

Homeostasis & Response to Stimuli
organisms must maintain homeostasis – 
stable internal conditions

ex. maintaining stable temperature, moisture 
level, acidity, salinity etc.

respond by physiology and behavior

What are some ways organisms 
respond to stimuli and/or maintain 
homeostasis?



homeo-
stasis by 
behavior

this lizard 
is 
sunbathing 
to keep 
warm

toad buries itself in sand to stay cool & keep from drying out

Homeostasis & Response to Stimuli
Stimulus – any factor outside the organism

environmental conditions - temp., pH, etc.
another organism

homeostasis by 
physiology - internal 
body functions 
respond, ex. body 
temp.

Reproduction
all organisms reproduce - produce new 
organisms like themselves
involves transmitting hereditary information - 
the instructions/code for life from one 
generation to the next

What is a gene?

What is DNA?

Hereditary Information
DNA – molecule that holds the 
hereditary info
gene – segment of DNA that codes for 
a specific trait
(gene - piece of info; dna - the 
molecule)
located in cells, carry traits from parent 
to offspring

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUTc0AaNC_E


What are the types of reproduction?
types of reproduction:

sexual reproduction – combination of 
hereditary information from 2 organisms or 2 
parts of a single organism
● involves uniting of sperm (male sex cell) and 

egg (female sex cell) to form a zygote
● in multicellular organisms only

types of reproduction:
asexual reproduction – one organism copying 
itself

in bacteria, protists, 
certain fungi, plants, 
animals

Adaptation
organisms have 
adaptations - 
modifications which 
make them suited to 
their way of life (they 
are adapted)

How do organisms become 
adapted?

Adaptation
natural selection – 
organisms with 
favorable traits survive 
better & reproduce 
more than organisms 
without them



What is the result of natural 
selection?

Adaptation
n.s. results in populations of organisms that are 
adapted to the environment
this is one way for a pop. to evolve
evolution – change in populations of organisms 
over generations

Interdependence
all organisms are dependent upon the 
environment & other organisms (for nutrients, 
food, water, gases, etc.)

Interdependence
can be directly or indirectly dependent on
biotic factors = living; food, diseases
abiotic factors =  non-living; sunlight, water, 
O2

What branch of Biology focuses on 
studying interdependence?

Interdependence
ecology – branch of 
biology which 
studies interactions 
of organisms with 
one another and with 
the environment



directly dependent – for food or 
shelter ex. food web of a soil ecosystem

all organisms 
depend on 
the sun

indirectly 
dependent – 
to maintain 
environmental 
conditions
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